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TESTS Or A 1/5 FULL-SIZE DYNAMICALLY SIMILAR

@ELLiEs .-:lfACA l(OD~L:l17. ... v

MODEL

... .

By- Jofin B..”Park&son and Rol~nd ES Olson.. ..,.
.. .

. . . ..
. . . .
.. .. - SUMIMHY..

.. .
. .

The influence of .runnlng propellers on the hydrody- .
namic charapteriatioe of a modol of a seaplane were in-
vestigated in the $AOA tank to evaluate “the importance of “
power in tests of dynami~ally e%milar models. Various in- -
crements of power, I“ncl.udlng that sufficient for self- - “ “
propulsion, were applled; and a gear allowing fore-anit- -:;
aft freedom” of the model with reepeot to the towing car-
riage when self-propelled wss provided.

It was’ foun”d that, as in wind-tunnel work, the pow-
ered propeller have a large effect on the aerodynamic
characterieticta of the model and consequently on the hy-
drodynamic stabill.ty, which depends to a certain extent
on those characterlstioe. . Furthermore, the Interference”
of the propellers and tho slipstream with the wave sys-
tem around the hull at taxying speeds is the most sig-
nificant factor in the problems of spray aontrol and lim-
itation in load Imposed by the epra~. Hence the use of
powered mo~els 1s desirable in tank tests of new designs
for a more precise prediction of stability and epray
while teklng cfff and landing. .

. .

In general, the magnitude of the effeots of a given -
Increment of power in such teats decreases as the power
is Increaeed. The use of powers and revolution speeds
that are less than the eoale values would be preferable . .

to neglecting entirely the effects of .the.running propel- :
lere. Tore-and-aft freedom of the modkl has n negligible
effeot on the trims at whloh porpoising begins but changes
the oharacter of the motion, somewhat.

..-
..

. .

INTRODUCTION
....

The influence of running propellers on the aerody-
namic oharaoterlstios of highly powered and heavily
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.. . .. . . . . .,
loadod ai$’p”larieshas become of fu’n”da’mentalImportance in
deeign. The ga.peral effects of the. dlpotream are to ln-
orease lift, td Increase thb effbc”tivenesa of the oon-
trols, rnd to deoreaaq stability. The phenomena involved
are of a complex nature, which preclud6s “at the present
time either an exact thearqtigal treat,rnent .or empirical
research extensive enough to” ctwer all casbs. Consequent-
ly, powered modele are being widely used In wind-tunnel
teate of new designs for a more precise determination of
stability, control, and flying qualities (reference 1).

In the case of the seaplane during take-offs and
landings, the effeote of the powered propellers should be
basl~ally the same except as modified by the proximity of
the surface of the weter. These effects are therefore
feotore in the determination.of hydrodynamic characteris-
tics, such as hydrodynamic stability and”re~istnnce, which
are.functions of the aerodynamic forces and moments par-
ticularly in investigations of the porpoising ohsrscterls-
tics of multiengined long-range flying boate”for which the
percentage of wing area affected by the slipstream is very
large? . .. L

...
.Of equal importance with the aerodynami~ effects ‘of

the slipstream is the. profound influence of the rotating
propellers on the spray characteristics, which in “contem.-”
porary aeeplanes Constitute a limitation on maximum take-
off load. The objectionable sprey is greatest at slow “
speeds and. full power when it is picked up by the. pro”pel-”
ler tips and the slipstream and blown back over the en-”- “
gines, wing, and tail. .The influence of the propellers
is therefore a factor in the detsrm”ination of limitations
in load imposed by spray and In etudies of methods of cori-
trolllng the sp,ray.

The l?oregoing. consideqetlons point to the deslrabll-
Ity of the use. of powered models in tank teets of models
of seaplanes as well as In the win~-tunnel tests since
the effectp of the propellers on the aerodynamic charac-
teristics or. on the spray cannot be adequately taken into
aocount by other means. Jn sddition, the use of power- .
driven propellers permits tests in which the model is”
self-propelled instead of pulled by the towing carriage “
so that its behavior as a free body can be investigated.
Furthermore, the increase in lift and in elevator effec-
tiveness with power enables dynamic maneuvers, such as
take-offs and lrndings, to be reproduced at water speeds
and trims corresponding more olosely with -full-size values.
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.. “ The present investigation WAS made in the NACA ‘tank
---- to --determine.,the-magn-itude ..of..the..effc.ts,s,Of P~wered Pro- .

pellera on the hydrodynamlo stability-end the epray ohar-
.-,----

acteriatice” of a dynamic model. For this purpo~o, +he
1/6 full:size model of the Army O&9 amphibian was fitted
with model -airplane propeller driven %y direct-ourrent

.motors that had sufficient. power “for self-prapulslon and
low enough wsi.ght to “ietein dynamic similarity with the

:full-size oraft. The provision of scale power- and p&o-
peller speed, as in the more precise wind-tunnel tests”,
wab not conaitiered essential for the investigation. an&
would have involved additional delay. and a08t. “ . :

The mearis for Investigating the effect of the loligi-
tudinal restraint imposed by the usual towing procedure
were provided by a modification of the gear that permit-
ted fore-and-aft movement of the model with respect to
the tow~ng cerriege~ For convenience, the usual restraint
In roll and yaw was retelned In the gear. ..

DESCRIPTION OF MODEL

The model with the motor-driven propellers installed
is shown In figure 1. General data reg~rding the OA-9
amphibtan and the corresponding model date are given in
table I.

The power was supplied by two 110-volt high-speed
series-wound direot-ourrent motors mounted in the exist-
ing nacelles. These motors were connected in series
aoroes the 240-volt diract-ourrent supply on the towing
c)arrlage, their epeed being controlled by a series rheo-
etat. ‘They drove the propel].ers through epeclal planetary-
type reduction gears (fig. 2) so designed that the propel-
ler wduld have a speed to absorb the rated power when the
motors turned at their rated speed.

The propellers were two-blade standerd wooden model
airplane propellers having a diameter of 20 Inches. and a

‘ pitch of 12 incheEO The diameter was chosen to corre-
spond approximately to that of the full-size propellere-
and the pitch was selected for heat efficiency in the .
take-off range of the model.

During rune at low speeds, aluminum ‘epray disks” ‘
(figs. 1 an@ 2) were used to keep salt water out of the
motors , which were necessarily exposed for proper cooling.

I



S~rey striking the rotating diek8 van deflected outward
. by centrifugal, force. Although the disks had no apperent

.. effeot on the static thruet of the propellers, they ap-
.. parently reduaed the thrust slightly at planing apeeda

and were therefore omitted in the atebility tests.

The characteristics of the power installation as com-
pared with those corresp~nding to the full-size.are given

“ In t’able II. Actually, the rated power of the motor8 waa
exceeded somewhat at full voltage, which was 120 volts per
motor. The rated revolution speed of the motors was not
obtai”ned in the static testn, but tests with propellers nt
lower blade-angle eettings indicate that they turned faster
with the model under way; hence, the gear reduction used
was approximately correct.

Because of inherent differences in the characteristics
of the motors, the starboard propeller ran about 250 rpm
faster than the port propeller. The difference in thrust
was negligible, however, and a closer balance of the motors
was not necessary. The speed and power regulation given
by the series rheostat wos more than adequate for the pur-
pose of the tests.

The mcdel with power inst~lled was approximately In
-balance about the design center of gravity and required
only a small amount of lead ballast to obtain scale dy-
namic properties. The pitching moment of inertie of the

. complete model was determined by swinging as a compound
pendulum and wati found to be 3.23 slug-feeta at the start
of the tests.

APPARATUS AND PROCEDURE

The model was tested at the 6-foot w8ter level under
the ‘pusher carriage “ where the airspeed neer’ the water Is
approximately 90 percent of the carriage eFeed.

The gear providing fore-and-eft freedom for the model
is shown in figure 3. It consisted of a light carriage
having eight ball-bearing flanged wheels thet ran on four
machined rails located at the bottom of a special towing
pylon (fig. 1). On this oarriage were mounted the usual
ball--bearing rollers that permit freedom In rise of the
towing staff while restraining the model in roll end yaw.
Long-stroke pneumatic shock absorbers were fitted at each
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;. end of the carri’sge ‘t~ave-l to safeguard the model during
-. ....-pose ible eud&en” ohangea .Ln..its sps.ed .w-lth.re~pqq$ -to the

“: towing oarriagea ‘
.

With thlta’arrangement t“he model was free to pivot
about the centar of gravity, to rise, and to move fore and
@ft . It was thus a free body In a fore-and-aft vertlcel
plane except for the friction of the rollers and the iner-
tia force of’ the moving carrlago. The weight of the oom-
plete cerriage was 12.5 pounds or about one-fifth the
groes weight of the model-

The elevators and the trim brake were operated from
the carriage through flexible Bowden oables as in the pre-
vious teste. Power was supplied to the motors through a
flexible rubber-oovered ca-ole having a safety disconnect
plug as seen in figure 3. The small. moments of the con-
nections were taken into account in balancing the model
about the center of gravity.

The effects of power on the aerodynamic lift and
pitching moment were determined at a speed of 45 feet per
second by supporting the model on the gear just clear of
the water and measuring the change of tension in vertical
wires supporting the towing staff and the tail. Festa
were made with the propellers stopped in a vertical poal-
tlon and with varioua fractiona of the full-input power,
as indicated by a voltmeter and an ammeter in the circuit.

The effects af power on atebllity and control were
investigated by determining the usual trim limits of sts-
billty with predetermined Increments of Input pow”er. In
these teata, tha model was free to rise and to pivot
about the center of gravity, the fore-and-eft Carriage .

being locked In a oonvenlent poeltlon.

The influenoe of the propellers cn the spray at 10V

apeeda waa recorded for various amounts of power by motion
plcturea and photographs. The lighting for the Picturee .
waa arbitrarily reduced below that normally used beceuse
of the load of the motors on the limited auxiliary power
supply ●

‘. ,.
.In preliminary runs with fore-and-aft freedom, tho

model with flaps down 30° wae found to have sufficient
power to overcome the hump resistance and to Ply. It
muld not, however, propel itself at high planlng apeedta
near take-cff, even at best trim, or at lower planing
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ppebde n$ar the trim limits of ntaMllty, whiah generally
represent) wide departures from beet trim. With the flapa
up, however, ‘the power was sufficient to obtain limits of
stabLlity when self-propelled beoause of the.reduced aero-
dynamlo drag, The effeot of longitudinal. freedom on the
trim. limits of stability was therefore obtained for the
flaps-up condition only.

.“
. .

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION . .

The results of the aerodynamic tests ~re plotted In
fl@re 4- The general effests”of the running propellers
near the water were the same as” found in wind-tunnel tests
(reference 1) except that the’ shape of the pltching-
moment curve was not chenged so radicelly. With the maxi-
mum potier aveilable, the lift coefficient was Increased
approximately 43 percent, with a small.increase In the
slope of the lift curve, and the positive Increment in
pitching-moment coefficient was about O.11- “

The increase in lift la roughly proportional to the
applied power at low power but fall~ off at higher powers.
Apparently, et lower power the slipstream acts to correot
the general blanketing of the wing by” the.large uacelles.
Onoe the proper flow IS well established, fyrther incre-.
ments of power have only a slight effect on the lift by

. increasing the slipstre~m velocity over a relatively small
percentage of the wing. The same trends appear “in the
pitching-moment curves, the effects in this case being
asuoeiated with the blanketing of the tail .eurfaces by
the nacelles and flapsfi . . . .

Aerodynamic tests at various elevntor settings were
not Inoluded in the present program but the effeo”t of
power on the effectiveness of the elevators ”neer the sur-
face of the water may be judged from figure 5. These
curves show the minimum trim attained with full-down ele-
vator end various mounts of power nesr the hump speed,
where changes In trim correspond to large changas In hydro-
dynamic trimming moment. Here agein, the effect of a

given increment of power is greater at low powers, indicat-
ing a marked improvement in the flow over the” tall surfaces
given by a small amount of slipstream.
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Tbe effeot of power on the trims at tiloh porpoising
= . .. .etarta (llmi.t.s.of ~tability.). iE shown in .flgure 6 .ts.be .

quite large. The trends with inorease In power are sim-
ilar to those obtained from te~.~a of other models with
ohanges In load except for the upper .limit., increasing
trim, which wae d~finitely not affected by the application
of power. The chareoter of the porpoising beyond the
limits wae not eaeentially changed by the slipstream.
More care wes required. In”pmssir,g through the limits be-
cause of the greater range of awallabl.e trims beyond them.
The effect of various inoremente of power waa generally “
similar to that obtained on lift in the aerodynamic tests.
The influence of power on the limits of stability is the%e-
fore attributed mainly to the chenges in the lift nad “
hence in t-he load on the water, Vith po-?er,

Longitudinal freedom of the c.snter of gravity (fig.
7) has a negligible effect on the limits of stability.
This result confirms the Bimil=r conclusion from a theo-
retical study by Perring snd Gleuert (reference 2). It
wee interesting tc note, however, th~t during porpcleing
the center of gravity moved appreciably fore snd aft with
reepect to the towing carriage end that this inovement was
greater for the upper limit type OS porpolsing. The ac-
tual travel wem of the order of 1 or 2 inches and wns, of
course , reduced somewhat by the ingrtia of the fore-and-
aft carriage. It was also interesting to note that con-
siderably more power wae required for eelf-prcpuleion dur-
ing porpoislng thsn for etesdy running at the same trim
and speed.

The effect of the propeller on the spray at various
epeeds and powers is shown in figuree 8 to 13. All these
photograph were taken with neutral elevator eo thet the
effeot of reduction In trim due to thruet moment wae in-
cluded. The change in trim with the applloatlcn of full
power wae negligible at 14 feet Ser eecond, about 3° at
17 feet per second, and about 4° at 20 feet per second. -

,

The greatest interference with the bow epray wae
found to oacur between 8 and 14 feet per eeoond and two

.. different effecte were notioed, At firet the bow wave,
normally oleer of the propeller dieka, wee suoked up ..

ahead of and Into the propeller ae high as their centers -
where it was broken up by impact with the bladee and
blown backward over the wings and the tail. !l?hieeffect,
eeen In figuree 8 and 9, would oause maximum damage to the
propeller and wetting of the engines and carburetor
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i.ntakera. At a sllgli’tl~higher speed, (fig. 10) the spray
ahead of the propelier disks WB.EIunaffected and the pro-
peller tips were clear but the spray literally jumped up
into the slipstream just aft of the tipe, where It was
blown back onto the under surface of the wing and the
flaps. At this stage, the maximum damage to the aerody-
namic structure would be likely to take place.

.-

At 17 feet per seoond (fig. 11) the bow spray hsd
moved aft of the propeller diske and the under side of
the wing wae cleer, the combined effect of the slipstream
and thrust moment being to lower the height of the bow “
blister with respect to the flape.

At speede above the hump (figc. 12 and 13) the effect
of power wae to reduce the height and the”amount of spray
striking the horizontal tail eurfaces. Throughout the
speed renge, the effecte of the running propellers on the
epray characteristlss were almost as greet with 1/4 power
as with full power, but more damage was sustained by the
model at full powe: beosuse of the higher speed of the
propeller tlpe and slipstream.

The most important result of the spray teste was the
establishment of the narrow speed range below the hump .
speed over which the maximum spray and spray damage oc-
curred. Unfortunately, this range is probably greatly
broadened in practice by the presence of wind and waves.

SUM.MA3Yor RESULTS

A. Aerodynamic effects of powered propellers:

1. The lift of tha godel was Incrensed 18 percent
at 1/4 power, 30 Fercent at 1/2 power, and 43 percent at

full power. The slope of the lift curve and the angle of
maximum lift were slightly incrensed.

2. The pitching moment was Increesed in a positive
direction. The elope of the pitching-moment curve was
affected only slightly,

i. Hydrodynamic effectk of powered propellers:

1. Elevator effectiveness was greatly Inareesed.
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2. The lower limit of stability was lowered 3° atw.
1/4” pw-e’r -aila5° “at ‘“full-power -at 25. feet per..se.co.nd;.’

r 0.3° at 1/4 power and om60 at full power at 50 feet per
taecond.

3. The upper limit of Stablllty, Inoreeslng trim,
waa not” affected.

4. The upper limit of stability, deckeaalng trim,
was lowered generally; at 35 feet pr second the reduc-
tion was 1° at 1/4 power and 2.6° at full power.

5. Self-propulsion with fore-and-aft freedom of the
center of gravity had a negligible effeot on the limlts Of

stability. More power was require-d for propulsion at oon-
etant speed when porpoising than for steady conditions.

6. The rotating propeller blades and the e~ipstream
gl-eatly Inoreased the height and the volume of undesirable
spray entering the propeller disks. The slipstream reduced
the height an~ amount of water striking the tail surfaces
at high speeds. The change in spray pattern in going from
O to 1/4 power wae greater than in going from 1/4 to full
power.

CONCLUSIONS

1. The use of powered propellers in tank tests Of
dynamically similar seaplane models Is desirable for the
adequate investigation of stability and spray cheraoter-
istios.

2. The magnitude of the effects of power in suoh
tests decreases, in general, with additional increments
of power. Under-powering to save weight and inertia, or
Oost, would be preferable to neglecting entirely the ef-
fects of the running propellers.

3. For more preoise investigations of stability,
control, and dynmnio properties while on the water or
determination of the limits in take-off weight imposed by
spray charaoteristios for new sieaplene designs, the provi-
sion of scale power and revolution speed would probably
be advisable. ..

Langley Memorial Aeronau”tioal Laboratory,
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics,

Langley Pield, Va.

... —
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.- Army” OA-9 Amphibian - NAOA Modcl

Hull :

Length of fore bodyo in.

Length of mfter%ody, in.

Length over-all. in.

Beam, in.

Depth of main step, station 16, in.

Depth of second step, station 29, in.

Dead-rise angle at main step, ex-
cluding flare, deg

Angle between keel lines ab main
step, deg

Anglo between forebody keel and
base line, deg

Angle between afterbody keel and
base line, deg

Wing:

Areaa eq ft

Span, in.

Root chord, in. (NACA 23015 section)

Tip chord, in. (NACA 23009 section)

Angle of wing setting to base line, deg

117

Full size l.lode~

175.00

148.25

460.00

59.50

3.00

4.38

25

7.5

-2.1

9.6

375

588.0

120.0

60.0

3.0

35.00

29.65

92.00

11.90.

.60

.87

25

7.5

-2.1

9.6

15.0

117.60

24.00

12.00

3.0
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Mean aerodynamic ohord (M.A.C.) “

Length, in@

Angle to base line, dog

L.E. aft of bOW, in.

L.E. forward of main step, in.

Propollors:

Angle of thrust lino to baso llno~
dog

Height of thrust line above keel”
r.t step, inO

Propeller center line forward L.E.
M.A.C., In.

Greso load, normo,l, lb

Center-of-gravity location:

Horizontal, percent M.A.C,

Forward of stepr percent length of
M.A.C.

Vertical, abovo keel at step, percent
length of M.A.C.

Maximum forward positiont percent
M.A,C.

%ximum rearward position, percent
M.A.C.

Pitching moment of inertia about nornml

Full size

97.40

3

136.05

38.95

3

94.38

57.92

7925

22.6

18.2

79.2

16.2

29.1

Cogas Slug-fta 10,636

MML!x!s

19.48

3

27.21

7*79

3

18.87

11.58 “

63.4

22.6

I’8.2

79.2

16.2

29.1

3.41
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. . . . . . —.. -TABLE 1I-. .- .. ....-.,

Engino and Fropoller Characteristics

OA-9 airplane power plant - Two Pratt & Whitney radial
air-oooled onglnnB, Model R-985-17

Propollors - Two-blade ‘Hcmilton Standard constant spood

Full Slzo

R~.ted horsopowor~
take-off 900

,
Rated spood, take-

off, rpm 2300

Gear ratio 1:1

Propollor spood,
rpu 2300

Propollor diamotcr,
in. 102

Propollor blade-
angle setting at
0.823R, deg 12 to 23

Modol
Scnlo valuo Actual valuo

3.2

5150

1:1

5150

2G.4

12 to 23

liodel characteristics from static test

Power 1/4 1/2 3/4

Input to raotora, hp 0.77 1.54 2.31

Propeller speed, rpn 2500 3300 3800

Static thrusts lb 5.8 11.0 15.0

1,8

15,000

3.286:1

4560

20

13

Full

3.08

a4150

a18.0

——

%stimated.
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rig.2

Fig. 2. Model 117. Installation of motors in nacelles,
showing reduction gear and spr~ disc.



Fi@re 3.- Towing gear for provi~ fore-and-aftfkeed~



HACA rig. 4
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liACA Figs. 5,6,7
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NACA

~gure 8.- Model 1170 Effect of power on spz%y

rig.
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Full power
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NACA rig. 98

?i gure 9a.- Model 117. Effect of power on epr~ at
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NACA Fig.9b

O power

l/~ power

Full power
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